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Chapter 840: Someone Can Do It 

When she had one foot in the shooting range, she heard Feng Qing shout from behind, “Little 

Wu, you can do it! Little Wu is the best!” 

 

 

Little Wu’s calm and indifferent face was instantly dyed red. She felt a little dizzy and almost 

couldn’t find her direction. Finally, when she stabilized her mind and stood in the shooting range, she 

gestured for Xie Ba to start. 

 

 

The next second, Xie Ba pressed the switch. Then, the entire shooting range seemed to come 

alive. A total of 150 targets popped up rapidly. Instantly, all sorts of gunshots echoed in the shooting 

range. Little Wu’s movements were light and fast. She kept finding all sorts of cover and shooting at the 

targets. The gun shells jumped out one after another. 

 

 

Xie Shihao, who was standing outside the shooting range, had his eyes fixed on Little Wu and 

was carefully observing her movements. He realized that Little Wu’s movements were too fast, so fast 

that he couldn’t see clearly. No matter how accurate her shots were, just this speed of reloading was 

not something ordinary people could compare to. 

 

 

A minute passed in a hurry. When the red lights around the shooting range lit up, all the moving 

targets stopped. The computer on the control panel was quickly calculating the situation of Little Wu’s 

shooting just now. 

 

 

Soon, a set of data appeared on the control panel screen. Feng Qing looked at the report. “111, 

90%.” 



 

 

Feng Qing said two numbers softly. Xie Shihao nodded with a confused expression, as if he 

didn’t understand what she was talking about at all. Then, the big screen in the shooting range displayed 

the number of targets and the number of bullseye hits. She had hit 111 targets, and the rate of hitting 

the bullseye was 90%. 

 

 

Xie Ba and Xie Si looked at each other and looked at the strings of numbers on the screen. 

Surprise gradually appeared in their eyes. Xie Ba came back to his senses and gave Little Wu a thumbs 

up. He couldn’t help but praise, “Too awesome!” 

 

 

Little Wu had not trained for three years, but the moment she came back, she destroyed Xie 

Ba’s record on the shooting range. How could they not be shocked? 

 

 

Looking at the data on the big screen, Xie Shihao suddenly asked in confusion, “Eh? Wasn’t Little 

Wu first just now? Why was she second?” 

 

 

Upon hearing this, everyone noticed that indeed, Little Wu’s results just now were only ranked 

second on the overall rankings. When they saw the data on the overall rankings, they were instantly 

dumbfounded. There were 150 targets and 100% accuracy. 

 

 

After looking at it for a while, Xie Shihao seemed to have a flash of inspiration. “Oh, I 

understand. That’s not anyone’s result at all. Instead, it’s a notification displayed by the system. It’s to 

mark the total score of each item, not the trainer’s record.” 

 



 

In his opinion, no one could hit 150 targets in a minute, and every target hit the bullseye. That 

was not something a person could do at all. Little Wu’s level was already an existence at the top of the 

pyramid. 

 

 

Xie Ba explained, “Ninth Master deliberately set the results for the first place. He told us that he 

did this to motivate us and let us all train hard towards this goal.” 

 

 

He still knew about this. Previously, after the training system at the shooting range was built, Xie 

Jiuhan had set this highest data. At that time, they had said that this data was impossible to complete. 

The truth had also proven that no matter how much perverted and excessive training they had 

undergone, they could not reach this data. However, he remembered very clearly that Xie Jiuhan had 

once told them that there was someone in the world who could do it. 

 

 

Xie Shihao said in disbelief, “D*mn! Little Uncle actually said that someone could do it. Do you 

know who this person is?” 

 

 

Xie Ba pointed a finger at the sky meaningfully. “Ninth Master said that Blood Loli, who is ranked 

first on the world assassin rankings, can do it.” 

 

 

Hearing the name ‘Blood Loli’, Xie Shihao couldn’t help but tremble. Then, his mouth formed a 

big ‘O’. He couldn’t help but ask, “Is this Blood Loli still human?” 

 

 



Xie Ba smiled. He could understand Xie Shihao’s thoughts very well because they had the same 

feeling back then. They had never thought that there was really someone in this world who could do it 

to this extent. In order to make them believe that this was true, Xie Jiuhan specially showed them a 

surveillance video. After they finished watching the video, everyone was petrified on the spot. They 

wished they could worship that video. 

 

 

At this moment, Feng Qing said, “Where are we going next?” 

 

 

Seeing that she was about to leave, Xie Ba couldn’t help but ask, “Young Madam, don’t you want 

to give it a try?” 

 


